
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

This study analyzes the probable impact of an interregional
cooperative and various degrees of processor-retailer integration
on prices received by and returns to milk producers, processors
and retailers in southeast Florida. The analysis was based on a
mathematical model which describes the basic decisions affecting
the movement of milk from producers to consumers; the deter-
mination of prices at the farm, processor, and consumer levels;
and the level and distribution of returns to retailers, processors,
and producers. Changes in industry performance were measured
by the level and distribution of returns to retailers, processors,
and producers.

The mathematical simulation model was based on the indus-
trial dynamics approach. Model parameters reflect conditions in
the southeast Florida milk market during the 1966-69 period.
Results obtained with the models are conditional in nature. They
depend on the validity of the basic mathematical model and as-
sumptions made concerning the changes in milk pricing and
milk processing-distribution costs associated with an interregion-
al cooperative and processor-retailer integration. Tests of model
validity showed that the basic model adequately described the
behavior of the real system.

The simulation models used in the interregional and proces-
sor-retailer integration analyses were based on several key as-
sumptions. They are as follows:

Interregional cooperative:
a. Forty-two percent of the milk produced is marketed

through the interregional cooperative. The remaining 58
percent is sold by independent producers.

b. Processor-oriented services provided by the cooperative
enable the cooperative to negotiate a Class I premium of
30.5 cents per hundredweight on all milk.

c. Processor-oriented services provided by the cooperative
permit milk processors to reduce distribution costs for
member produced milk by 11.6 cents per hundredweight.

d. To finance the producer-oriented services rendered by the
cooperative, all coop-member producers pay a service fee
(retained by the cooperative) of 10 cents per hundred-
weight.

e. Coop-member producers sell all their milk through the
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